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Abstract
We shall obtain some inequalities for Schur complements of products and sums of
matrices. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Cmn denote the set of m n complex matrices. Let Hn denote the set of
n n Hermitian matrices. Let N  f1; 2; . . . ; ng. If a  N ; then aj j equals the
cardinality of a. Let A 2 Cmn; for nonempty index sets a  M ; b  N ; we
denote by Aa; b that submatrix of A lying in the rows indicated by a and the
columns indicated by b. The submatrix Aa; aif a  M \ N is abbreviated by
Aa. Let l  minfm; ng; a  L; a0  M ÿ a; b0  N ÿ a: Then
A=a  Aa0; b0 ÿ Aa0; aAaÿ1Aa; b0
is called the generalized Schur complement with respect to Aa, whenever Aa
is a nonsingular submatrix of A. (Note: In this paper, Aaÿ1 in A=a indicates
that Aa is a nonsingular submatrix of A. No further mention is to be made of
this.) We of course adopt the convention that A=/  A.
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PII: S 0 0 2 4 - 3 7 9 5 ( 9 9 ) 0 0 0 4 6 - 4
The relation between the compression and the Schur complement is seen in
the following formula. If both A and Aa are invertible then
Aaÿ1  Aÿ1a0: 1
There arises no confusion if we consider, when convenient, Aa and A=a as
n n matrices by setting nondefined entries equal to 0.
When A 2 Hn and Aa > 0, that is, position definite, we have by definition
A P A=a: 2
Furthermore, in this case, we have
A=a  maxfX Hermitian : A P X ;X  X a0g:
Recall here that X P Y means that both X and Y are Hermitian, and X ÿ Y is
positive semi-definite.
When A P 0; the Schur complement A=a is well-defined without assumption
of invertibility of Aa, and the above maximum characterization is valid (e.g.,
[1]).
The map A 7! Aa is linear while the Schur complement is not. Obvi-
ously
Aa  Aa; A=a  A=a: 3
Many inequalities of matrices have been known (cf. [1–7]). Recently, Liu
and Zhu [9] obtained some estimates for the eigenvalues of Schur complements
of BAB with B 2 Cnn; A P 0. Further, Liu [8] obtained some estimates for the
singular values of Schur complements of AB with A 2 Cmp; B 2 Cpn.
On the set of positive semi-definite matrices the concavity (cf. [1,6]) (or
superadditivity)
A B=aP A=a B=a A;B P 0 4
is well-known, and easily seen from the maximum characterization.
By the same characterization, it is seen that this inequality is valid also for
Hermitian A, B for which Aa, Ba are positive definite. The map A 7! A=a
is monotone on the set of Hermitian matrices while the map A 7! A=a is
monotone on the set of positive semi-definite matrices.
For the square-root formation of a positive semi-definite matrix it is known
(cf. [1]) that
A1=2a6 Aa1=2; A1=2=aP A=a1=2 A P 0: 5
Correspondingly it is known for the square formation of a positive semi-defi-
nite matrix
A2aP Aa1=2; A2=a6 A=a2 A P 0: 6
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For a general matrix A 2 Cnn there are three Hermitian matrices which are
connected with A in natural ways; AA, the modulus Aj j defAA1=2 and the
Hermitian (or real) part ReA def 1
2
A A.
Representing any one of the above three operations by /A,
/A  AA; /A  Aj j; or /A  ReA:
In this paper , we will study inequalities between /Aa and /Aa as well as
between /A=a and /A=a.
2. Schur complements of products of matrices
Let us start with the map A 7! AA. The inequalities corresponding to (6)
AAaP AaAa; AA=a6 A=aA=a in Cnn 7
are immediate.
Let us show a generalization of (7). If B 2 Hn and Ba > 0; then by (2)
ABA P AB=aA in Cnn:
Therefore, we have proved the following.
Theorem 1. If A 2 Cnn; B 2 Hn and Ba > 0, then
ABAa0P Aa0B=aAa0: 8
The following is a dual inequality.
Theorem 2. Let B 2 Hn and A 2 Cmn; l  minfm; ng; a  L; aj j  k
16 k6 l; b0  N ÿ a; and ABAa > 0. Then
ABA=a6 A=aBb0A=a: 9
Proof. Case 1: m  n. We may assume invertibility of A. By (2) the assumption
implies
ABA=a6ABA;
so that
Aÿ1ABA=aAÿ16B;
hence
Aÿ1a0ABA=aAÿ1a06Ba0:
This proves, by (1), inequality (9).
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Case 2: n6m. Consider the n n matrix
~A def A
Onÿm;n
 
;
where Op;q is the p  q matrix all of whose entries equal 0. Then by as-
sumption
 ~AB ~A=a6  ~A=aBb0 ~A=a: 10
It is easy to see that
~AB ~A  ABA
 Om;nÿm
Onÿm;m Onÿm;nÿm
 
and
 ~AB ~A=a  ABA
=a Omÿk;nÿm
Onÿm;mÿk Onÿm;nÿm
 
:
In a similar way, since
~A=a  A=a
Onÿm;mÿk
 
;
we have
 ~A=aBb0 ~A=a  A=aBb
0A=a Omÿk;nÿm
Onÿm;nÿk Onÿm;nÿm
 
:
Therefore, we can conclude that (9) follows from (10).
Case 3: n6m: Let
~B def B On;nÿm
Omÿn;n Onÿm;nÿm
 
and ~A defA;Om;mÿn:
Then by assumption we have
 ~A ~B ~A=a6  ~A=a ~Bb0 ~A=a: 11
It is easy to see that
~A ~B ~A  ABA:
Since
~Bb0  Bb
0 Onÿk;mÿn
Omÿn;nÿk Omÿn;mÿn
 
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and
~B=a  B=a;Omÿk;mÿn;
we can conclude
 ~A=a ~Bb0 ~A=a  A=aBb0A=a:
Now (9) follows from (11). 
3. Scalar matrix and diagonal matrix
Next we turn to the map A 7! Aj j. In contrast to (6), neither Aj jaP Aaj j
or Aj j=a6 A=aj j is valid in general.
There are two special case in which both inequalities are valid, that is, when
A P 0 or A is unitary. Remark that a general matrix A is written as A  U Aj j
with unitary U.
Theorem 3. Let A P 0. If
UAj jaP UAaj j a  f1; 2; . . . ; ng; unitary U 12
then A is a scalar (multiple of the identity matrix).
Proof. We may assume A 6 0. Let fe1; . . . ; eng be the canonical orthonormal
vectors of Cn. Fix and let a  fjg, a single point. For any unit vector v there is
unitary matrix Uj such that ej  Ujv. Then, with hx; yi  yx,
UjAaUjAa  hAej; vi
 2ej 
 ej ;
so that
UjAa
   hAej; vi ej 
 ej :
On the other hand
UAj ja  Aa  hAej; ejiej 
 ej :
Therefore, applying (12) to this Uj we have
hAej; ejiP hAej; vi
 :
Since v is an arbitray unit vector, this leads to
hAej; ejiP supf hAej; vi
 ; unit vector vg  kAejk:
By the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality this is possible only when
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Aej  kAejkej:
Since this is valid for all j, we can conclude that A is a diagonal matrix with
nonnegative diagonal.
A  diaga1; a2; . . . ; an with aj P 0 j  1; . . . ; n:
We have to prove that all aj are equal. Take any index pair i < j and consider
the permutation (unitary) matrix U which interchanges the indices i and j and
fixes the others. Take a  fi; jg. Then obviously
Aa  diagai; aj; UAa  diagaj; ai:
Then the assumed inequality AaP UAaj j implies ai  aj. This shows that
A is a (positive) scalar (multiple of the identity). 
Theorem 4. Let U be a unitary matrix. If
UAj jaP UAaj j a  f1; 2; . . . ; n; g; A P 0; 13
then U is a diagonal matrix.
Proof. For each j, let fj def U ej. Since for a  fjg
UAa  hAej; fjiej 
 ej ;
then (13) implies
hAej; ejiP hAej; fji
 :
The assertion will follow if we can prove that each fj is a scalar multiple of ej.
Suppose, by contradiction, that for some j the vectors ej and fj are linearly
independent. Then it is easy to see that there is a positive semi-definite matrix A
such that
hAej; eji  1; hAej; fji  2 and hAfj; fji  4:
But this contradicts the above inequality. This contradiction proves the as-
sertion. 
Correspondingly, for Schur complements the following hold.
Theorem 5. Let A P 0. If
UAj j=a6 UA=aj j a  f1; 2; . . . ; ng; unitary U;
then A is a scalar (multiple of the identity matrix).
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Theorem 6. Let U be a unitary matrix. If
UAj j=a6 UA=aj j a  f1; 2; . . . ; ng; A P 0;
then U is a diagonal matrix.
4. Complex square matrices with positive definite Hermitian component
Finally, let us take up the map A 7! ReA. For the compression the equality
ReAa  ReAa 14
is immediate. For Schur complements, in contrast to concavity (4) in the case
of sum of positive semi-definite matrices, the following inequality holds.
Theorem 7. If ReAa > 0, then
ReA=a6ReA=a: 15
Proof. Since by assumption
A
Aÿ1  Aÿ1
2
 !
A
" #
a  A
  A
2
 
aP 0;
we have by Theorem 2 and (1)
A  A
2
 
a  A A
ÿ1  Aÿ1
2
 !
A
#" ,
a
6 A=a A
ÿ1  Aÿ1
2
" #
a0A=a
 A=a A=a
ÿ1  A=aÿ1
2
" #
A=a
 A=a A
=a
2
:
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 8. If ReA > 0, then
ReA=aP detReA
2
detAA ReA=a: 16
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Proof. It is shown by Ky Fan [5] that ReA > 0 then
ReAÿ1ÿ1 P ReAP detReA
2
detAA ReA
ÿ1ÿ1: 17
Since the map X 7! X=a is monotone on the set of positive semi-definite ma-
trices, we have from the second inequality of (17) and (1)
ReA=aP detReA
2
detAA ReA
ÿ1ÿ1=a
 detReA
2
detAA ReA=a
ÿ1ÿ1:
Finally, apply the first inequality of (17) to A=a in place of A to get
ReA=aÿ1ÿ1 P ReA=a:
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 9. Let A 2 Cnn; S  1
2
Aÿ A; a 2 N ; a0  N ÿ a. If Re A > 0 and
if both S and Sa0 are nonsingular matrices, then
ReAÿ1=a6 1
4
Re Aÿ1=a
n
 sa0Re Aÿ1=aSa0ÿ1
o
: 18
Proof. For any nonsingular matrix B 2 Cnn; SB def 1
2
Bÿ B, we have
Bÿ1  Bÿ1
2
 B
ÿ1B BBÿ1
2
 Re Bÿ SBÿ1Re BRe B SBÿ1
 fRe B SBRe Bÿ1Re Bÿ SBgÿ1
 Re Bÿ SBRe Bÿ1SBÿ1
 Re B SBRe Bÿ1SBÿ1: 19
By [1] and (1), for any B;C 2 Hn;B > 0;C > 0, we have
4B Cÿ1=a  4B Ca0ÿ1
 4Ba0  Ca0ÿ1
6 Ba0ÿ1  Ca0ÿ1
 Bÿ1=a Cÿ1=a: 20
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By (19), (20), (1) and (8), we have
ReAÿ1=a  Re A SRe Aÿ1Sÿ1=a by 19
6 1
4
Re Aÿ1=a
n
 SRe Aÿ1Sÿ1=a
o
by 20
 1
4
Re Aÿ1=a
n
 SRe Aÿ1Sa0ÿ1
o
by 1
6 1
4
Re Aÿ1=a
n
 S a0ÿ Re Aÿ1=aSa0ÿ1o by 8:
This complets the proof. 
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